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A couple of 3rd grade students allowed their competitiveness

to get the best of them as a playful game of football turned in

to scuffle on the field. Instead of taking accountability, the

young football players were blaming each other. Assistant

Principal, Mrs. Narayan saw this as an opportunity to use the

Character Building Academy which is an effective practice to

change behavior. During their lunch recess, she had them

read an article on good sportsmanship and write a paragraph

of what they learned and how they could put it into practice.

Additionally, they were asked to reflect on the reason they

were in the office and what they could have done differently

using two of the 12 tools. While they were quickly attempting

to complete the assignment to head out for recess, Mrs.

Narayan redirected them on the importance of the assignment

and held them accountable. Before going out to recess, Mrs.

Narayan ensured that they learned from their experience. In

their writing, they stated that they could have used using

their words tool rather than get physical and their breathing

tool to calm down.  Since then, they have been demonstrating

good sportsmanship and are being the lions Mrs. Narayan

knows they can be! Way to teach behaviors we want to see! 
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"Begin with the end in mind," is a popular quote from

Stephen Covey when he addresses leadership.  Don't we all

want our students to be leaders? So how do we teach students

to be leaders if we allow students' inappropriate behavior to

take center stage?  What message are we now sending? Does

the end in mind simply mean that anything goes? After all, a

common misconception is that we are no longer disciplining

our students and suspensions are no longer allowed.  

While the buzz is loud, unfortunately, it is highly inaccurate.  

The end in mind is creating effective leaders through means

that actually change behavior. We are not only looking at the

end, but also the process to get there.  We are incorporating

social-emotional learning which is an important life-long

skill.  This newsletter will focus on social awareness. To be

aware of others, their thoughts and feelings and respect

differing opinions and norms is an important skill to not

only model but also to lead others.  Additionally, putting

ourselves in the shoes of others is also important. While

having a lesson on social awareness at the start of the school

year helps set the tone, it is unsustainable if our practices

are inconsistent.  So what can we do?

 

 

HOW DO WE TEACH STUDENTS TO
UNDERSTAND SOCIAL AND ETHICAL
NORMS FOR BEHAVIOR?

- Create a clear mission/purpose 

- Create norms that are associated with a

clear mission/purpose

- Establish 3 - 5 positively stated school-

wide behavior expectations that are

associated with your mission/purpose

- Post behavior expectations around the

school as a reminder of the norms during

passing periods, hallways, library,

cafeteria, office, physical education, music,

classroom, assemblies, etc. 

- Create rules that are associated with

behavior expectations and ensure they are

posted in the designated areas to serve as

reminders. 

When students fail to follow the rules and

expectations, we have an obligation to hold

them accountable, demonstrate empathy,

and teach them appropriate skills.  This

may be done as follows:

- creating apology letters to those we

offended

- Allow time for reflection on the impact of

our actions on oneself and others to gain

perspective and empathy

- Demonstrate respect and teach students

about the importance of respect

- Teach students about various cultural

norms and ways to appreciate people of

diverse groups 

Social awareness is also important whether

we are having academic discourse in the

classroom, playing a game on the field, or

interacting with others on campus. To build

great leaders for today and motivate them

to lead others for tomorrow, we must

become aware of others, demonstrate

respect and empathy toward others, as well

as appreciate diversity and various

perspectives. 

 

 
"Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by

understanding." -Albert Einstein
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